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Dear Readers!
Sensible work environments need 
individual workplace solutions. 
We had a look around at Orgatec 
2014 on your behalf and are 
happy to show you some new 
innovations. An ergonomic office 
chair is not enough to stay fit 
and healthy. Therefore, we at 
teamgnesda all underwent a test 
on how much we actually move - 
with very interesting results. 
Gabriele Schwarz, Managing Director
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ExCiTinG iMPlEMEnTATiOn 
OF TREndsETTinG visiOns

As an Austrian pioneer in the international 
 telecommunication sector, Kapsch CarrierCom 
AG’s aim is to equip their office for the future. 
Thanks to the location change within the 

“Europlaza” office park, they were able to create 
the required basis to fulfil this ambition. 

The vision of a transparent, versatile office, which 
is attractive to all members of staff became the 
exciting task for the project team.

The core areas were the modern design of the 
office areas in addition to the optimisation 
of the communication channels. The change 
from individual offices to the“Open Office” was 
accompanied with strong involvement of the 
staff. They developed new rules for working 
together and how those areas would be used. 
Working in an open office structure requires 
respectful and considerate interaction. As a 
consequence of the open plan office structure 
there is e.g. more need for meetings, retreat 
and social areas.

The interior design concept by the architects 
and designers “wideshot” , in cooperation with 
teamgnesda, were chosen for the project in order 
to make these areas attractive. The basis for 
this concept has been to reflect the international 
scope of Kapsch CarrierCom AG on the indivi-
dual levels of the office building.  >
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Currently there are many discussions by many 
people in countless task forces about what  
an employer should provide these days in order 
to be attractive to young, talented members  
of staff - it‘s a war for talent. teamgnesda shows 
which demands “The New Way of Working” 
makes on staff:

Organisation: Staff in the new work environment 
have to be in a position to organise themselves 
and to manage their own tasks.

Responsibility: Staff are asked to accept 
responsibility and to act independently.
 
Trust: The “New Way of Working” only  
works if the employer can trust their staff  
and vice-versa.

Motivation: Employees who are part of a well 
functioning “New Way of Working” have to have 
a great degree of self-motivation, be curious and 
always ready to learn something new.

Flexibility: mental flexibility is THE requirement 
of the “New Way of Working” for all employees. 
Flexible enough to change workplaces and work 
side to side with different people. Flexible 
enough to adjust to constantly changing 
requirements. 

The new world 
of work - 

Requirements
 for future 
employees.
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Every floor was given a main compass direction. Subsequently
a staff task force developed topics for the individual meeting rooms 
and special areas which ranged from New york City to Jurte to 
the South pacific.

The move as the final task of the project happened in just one extended 
weekend without any problems.

 

CEO, dR. KARi KAPsCh 
in talk with Andreas Gnesda:
The discussion about “sensible work environments” mainly deals 
with meeting areas and open communication. Have these aspects 
already established themselves in the new company culture?

dr. Kari Kapsch: When we moved to the new building about four 
months ago, the cultural change happened fairly quickly. The 
transparency in our new building has transformed our office; there are 
more informal exchanges between departments. The new structure, 
especially the Open Office, has been received very well by our staff - 
this can be seen mainly in the social areas. The fact that you can move 

between the floors without the need for a key card has improved 
social aspects and communication between staff significantly. The 
in-house cafeteria with terrace has added a lot of value to our staff - es-
pecially when time is short as there is no need to skip lunch. 

The individual design of the meeting rooms in cooperation with 
the staff was an important part of the very innovative office designs. 
How do you see the advantages of teamgnesda and your staff 
working together to find ideas that were implemented for those 
specific rooms?

dr. Kari Kapsch: We have never had such a number of meeting rooms: 
from Canada to the North Sea, from the train carriage to the work- 
shop - there are seating and standing areas, the rooms are fitted with 
state-of-the-art technology. Overall, it‘s the diversity of meeting 
rooms which makes the difference: from formal to informal meetings, 
short notice meetings or longer workshops - there is now a room in 
our building for any kind of meeting. We also have a meeting room 
which is called “Heuriger” (an Austrian celebration of this year‘s wine) - 
staff even provided old vines to decorate the room. This is a sign for 
me that our staff have implemented the idea of topical meeting rooms. 
During the workshops, teamgnesda has used their experience to care-
fully guide the conversation, suggest ideas which were taken on board 
by staff and developed a successful concept. This cooperation before 
the realisation was surely the reason that lead to our staff accepting the 
new office so readily.

The decision to equip the individual workplaces in such a user-
friendly manner - e.g. with height-adjustable desks, acoustic mea-
sures etc., was all done during the planning phase. What 
positive outcomes can you now see having made this investment?

dr. Kari Kapsch: you have mentioned the height-adjustable tables - 
that had the greatest feedback. The tables are often lifted up after the 
lunch break and also between two meetings when people go back 
to their desk for just a moment. Working in standing position has really 
taken a hold. Mainly the flexibility, the different options and places 
you can work in are definitely enriching.  There are sufficient sound-
proof rooms allowing for highly focussed work as well as open social 
areas which are often used by groups for ideas and solution brainstor-
ming. Working no longer only happens in an office, at a desk while 
seated in an office chair. Staff are more mobile and more communica-
tive, the daily routine has become more versatile.

02  Kapsch carriercom aG

Christian Schrotta
Project management
M: +43  664  964  69  75
schrotta@teamgnesda.com
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EvERy dAy WE AT teamgnesda PuT PEOPlE And 
ThEiR REquiREMEnTs in ThE OFFiCE AT ThE hEART 
OF WhAT WE dO.

It is important that people can work well in their working environ- 
ment in order to meet the requirements of the daily routine. This also 
includes the topic “Exercise in the office”, for which we managed to 
engage Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. Karen Bartz, MpH. Some facts: Knowledge 
workers, who are after all 70 - 80 % of all employees spend approx. 
80,000 hours of their working life sitting down. This much sitting 
creates new “widespread diseases”, such as back pain, headaches, 
vascular disorders and digestive problems. Back pain means that 
about 8.8 million working days are lost to illness every year.

Since teamgnesda likes to try things out, to see what would be 
beneficial to our customers, we have all undergone a test on how 
much we actually move under the supervision of Karen Bartz.

The test consists of three parts: 
1. interview with all involved members of staff
The employees are questioned about their behavioural patterns, 
work profiles, posture changes and stress levels.
2. Measuring how much staff move in the office
The level of movement is measured with a steps counter which the 
employees carry with them over several days.
3. Workplace conditions
The workplaces are analysed and recommendations to improve the 
current situation are made.

24 teamgnesda employees enthusiastically took part in the test. The 
step counter analysis was particularly exciting. The standard recom-
mendation is to do 5,000 steps a day.  The flexible workplace design in 
our office as well as the project work with the customer enable our 
staff to do on average 8,000 steps a day. This is about 5 km distance 
which our employees on average walk during their time at work and 
while being with our customers.

The analysis of the workplaces has also uncovered some surprising 
facts: the standing-height tables in the very popular nature room 
cannot be used by all colleagues as they are not height-adjustable.
The result of the exercise test also had other consequences: a colleague 
recently offered to get a glass of water from the kitchen for another 
colleague. The answer: “Thanks, but my movement coach Karen 
recommended that I should get up more often and get my own water.”
For more information, contact Karen Bartz (bartz@teamgnesda.
com), she is happy to help.

Christian Schrotta
Project management
M: +43  664  964  69  75
schrotta@teamgnesda.com

Gabriele Schwarz, PMP
Managing Director
teamgnesda
M: +43 664 967 18 70 
schwarz@teamgnesda.com

teamgnesda 
IN MOTION

03 teamgnesda in motion

Kunde:  

Project:  The Wirtschaftsagentur Wien moves to a new office 
in June 2015. As the first contact point for national and internati-
onal businesses in vienna, the company uses this opportunity to 
create modern office structures and move external departments 
into the building. teamgnesda supports Wirtschaftsagentur Wien

in their search and selection of the right property and also 
with the office planning and relocation management. The 
selection of short-listed objects is done by creating a space/
surface program and zone study. The office/interior design 
planning and space planning is the basis for the move.

BoaRding Pass

approx. 3,000 m² about 150 employees

Rental space: Passengers:

Wirtschaftsagentur Wien. 
a fund for the City of Vienna

sTOMACh PAin

MusClE inACTiviTy

sCiATiCA

PREssuRE POinTs On ThE lOWER lEG

hEAdAChEs

nECK PAin

shOuldER PAin

BACK PAin

vAsCulAR disORdERs

POssiBlE EFFECTs 
OF TOO MuCh siTTinG; 
source: y. Ferreira & R. helbig (2002)



“…iT‘s GROundhOG 
DAy AGAIN.”

PERsPECTivE 
CHANGES pROJECTS!

04  ORGATEC

TREnds, innOvATiOns And nEW APPROAChEs - 
ThAT WAs ORGATEC 2014!

Orgatec – as “the tradeshow” for  the office furniture sector in Europe- 
has once again shown the trends for the coming years. Freedom of 
form and colour for the design and the “new world of work” cannot be 
ignored by the manufacturers.

yet instead of “vive la révolution” it is more like a steady evolution 
which started during the economic downturn of 2008 - 2010: 
The person is to be seen as an individual and as the essential 
resource in a company to create value. The person‘s well-being 
is to be considered as a trigger to change a point of view.

Sustainability, Generation y, co-working space, collaboration and 
burn-out prevention were the main topics on the Organisation and 
Technology (Orgatec) tradeshow. The discourse on these topics was 
rather varied. The entire sector has to think on how they deal with 
the design of the “new world of work”. standardised workplaces are 
a thing of the past. Today it is all about freedom, communication,
 individuality and the ability to do everything out of your own accord. 

The following trends resulted from this way of thinking:
 
Akustik: Dozens of studies have shown that noise, noise levels and 
a long reverberation period in the work place can cause psychological 
strain. Any chance to use sound-absorbing material is used: under 
the tables, as suspended panels above the workplaces or mounted bet-
ween the workplaces, a classic wall element or - something new: a 
felt covered cupboard shutter. This discussion does, however, not con-
sider the fact that an office which is too sound-proof may be to quiet 
and may lead to have the opposite effect: Communication is reduced 
to a minimum or simply not done at all. The “background noise” is 
missing which causes stress.

Collaborative work: The “new German” word for working together 
describes the spatial opportunities to work with someone at any time. 

Flexible workplace designs support this very »new«, mobile form of 
working. From a manufacturer‘s point of view this means that room-in-

room systems have to be developed. This may even include fully 
abandoning classic territorial workplaces which means that an em-
ployee not only receives his trolley at reception, but that there are also 
foldable, transportable multi-functional furniture pieces which can be 
used as desk, sofa and can be reclined into lying position for extreme 
situations. All furniture is naturally ergonomically sound thanks to 
continuous height adjustment.

Material: “Back to Wood” – this is the trend to reach for »new mate-
rials«. Wood is “THE” new material and is used more and more in 
its original form as solid wood. In addition to its very positive material 
and colour features, it also has the advantage that the natural raw 
material is also on trend with regards to the “sustainability” topic.

last but not least - colour trends for the next years: If, in recent years, 
the focus was on “refreshing colours” now the trend changes to more 
subdued, pastel colours. Warm wood colours, tweed patterns, pastel 
turquoise, subdued purple and black are the trend colours for future 
office spaces.

The conclusion after two exciting days at Orgatec:  

Manufacturers have their work cut out in order to keep pace with 
the fast change. Those who can produce on demand have the clear 
advantage. And those who can get a balance between the Baby 
Boomer generation and the Digital Individuals can count themselves 
happy. Apart from the furniture, the deciding factor is on how do I 
deal with the wide range of work options within a company? in order 
to deal with this question, you have to engage with the people. 
A question which was hardly asked at such a technology focussed 
tradeshow, but an essential question for us at teamgnesda. Self-reali za-
tion and socialisation cannot be created by outside influences, these 
values have to be actually pursued.

I am excited about what we will see in 2016 when the next Orgatec will 
be hosted in Cologne: “… whether it will be the office furniture sector‘s 
Groundhog Day again.”

Ing. Mag. Peter Müllner
Account management – 
Management consultancy
M: +43 664 96 71 861 
 muellner@teamgnesda.com

Christiane seuhs-schoeller 
image of Presence

cs@imageofpresence.com
www.imageofpresence.com



An ARTisTiC COllABORATiOn OF 
teamgnesda And ChRisTiAnE sEuhs-sChOEllER

According to Victor E. Frankl, a person is inspired when life 
is lived with meaning. The meaning is created by pursuing 
and implementing values. 

teamgnesda has developed so much over the years. When 
we started in the early 1990ies, almost two decades ago, with 
our consultancy projects, we would have never dreamed of 
being where we are today. This result has been only possible 
because we had a strong focus. 

teamgnesda stands for MEAninGFul WORK EnviROn-
MEnTs. Every project has so much meaning, such a message 
and communication to the subconscious. The concept by 
Christiane Seuhs-Schoeller, who uses her photographic art to 
articulate the many hidden things, symbols and messages, 
immediately enthused us. Here is the result. Authentic im-
pressions and moods, the manifestation of feelings and values 
in the “New Way of Working” by teamgnesda captured in 
photographs. 

We had a lot of fun with it!

PERsPECTivE 
CHANGES pROJECTS!

05  COMPlETE WORK EnviROnMEnTs

Andreas Gnesda
Managing Director 
teamgnesda
M: +43 664 964 6976 
gnesda@teamgnesda.com 
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Christiane seuhs-schoeller 
image of Presence

cs@imageofpresence.com
www.imageofpresence.com



06 post aG

COMMuniCATiOn REdEFinEd

The Austrian post, as a leading Austrian service company, has 
acquired a strong, trendsetting new symbol with the construction of 
the headquarters at Rochusmarkt. The new home for about 1,300 
employees will be completed in 2017. Modern architecture offers the 
perfect conditions for a professional and innovative work environment.

Mag. Manuela Bruck, Head of Group Communications at Austrian 
post AG, has welcomed this course for a new “meeting place”: “The 
aim is to create a modern work environment which is perfectly aligned 
to the requirements of the post and their staff.” This is done with an 
“activity based workplace design”, which promotes open commu ni-
cation but also leaves room for focussed work and team work.

The flexible workplace design allows efficient use of the newly created 
office space. The focus on different activity areas allows the individual 
to choose the work environment depending on their task and 
requirements. This also requires a quality improvement of the indivi- 
dual workplaces with regards to IT, technology and fittings. It 
is obvious that “new work environments” will also lead to a change 

in office policy. A change project has started to prepare the employees 
and teamgnesda has accompanied the first phase.

In change management, a distinction is made between “Change” and 
the “Transition Phase”. While the change describes the fast moving, 
exterior changes, the transition phase describes the slow, psychological 
adaptation process of the individual which simply requires time. 
“Successful change management projects start early on in order to 
create enough time for the transition phase - and the ‘Post am Rochus’ 
project has been exemplary in honouring this with three years lead 
time”, says Wolfgang Grande, Head of Communication and Change at 
teamgnesda.

The best possible conditions are already being created for this process, 
mainly to combine the three important aspects, »Space - person and 
Culture– Service and Technology« for such an extensive project.

A sTATEMEnT 
FOR THE FuTuRE Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang M. Grande, MBA

Management Consultancy teamgnesda
M: +43 664 967 1864  
grande@teamgnesda.com
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We met up with over 30 interested customers in the Bahnorama at the 
new hauptbahnhof (Central Train Station) in order to learn more 
about the mega project of the ÖBB (Austrian Rail) company headquar-
ters. We were able to find out more thanks to an informative exhibition 
and a guided tour and literally learned more about the central train 
station and company headquarters “with every step” . The 360° view 
from the platform on the observation tower gave us a great insight into 
this epic building site.

An exclusive tour through the company headquarters allowed us an 
overview of the room design before the individual floors are being 
moved into. The interior design concept is based around mobility and 
travel. The functional strategy has above all the aim to take account 
of the increased demand for communication and to allow a clear 
zoning of the functional areas.

On ten weekends, starting in calendar week 39, teamgnesda will 
relocate approx. 2,500 office workplaces. Add to this among other items 
about 22,000 rm of files, 45 safes and around 2,000 plants. From 20 
source locations the effects will be consolidated in four target locations. 

To ensure a smooth operation, user representatives and 120 ambassa-
dors or department coordinators were included well in advance in 
the project using an extensive communications concept.  

After the tour there was much to talk about and the participants had 
plenty of time to do so while enjoying snacks and drinks in the 
Bahnorama.

We would like to say our thanks to ÖBB for hosting this event – it 
was once again a very exciting and informative afternoon.

07 Öbb tour

teamgnesda 
ÖBB TOuRDipl.-Ing. Wolfgang M. Grande, MBA

Management Consultancy teamgnesda
M: +43 664 967 1864  
grande@teamgnesda.com

Caroline Salzer
Marketing and PR
M: +43 664 213 71 79
salzer@teamgnesda.comPREviEW OF ThE COMPAny hEAdquARTERs AT hAuPTBAhnhOF 2

Numbers, data, facts:

Plot size:  approx. 3,618 m2 
Built size:  approx. 3,367 m2

 
Overall office area:  
 approx. 29,613 m2

 
Number of floors   
 Ground floor and 23 upper floors
 
max. building height  88.0 m2

 
Car parking spaces:  101 units
 
 
Construction data:
 
Start of construction  26. 06. 2012
 
Handover  September 2014
 
Amount of concrete:  28,500 m2

 
Façade:  19,000 m2

 
Carpet:  27,500 m2

 
Drywalls:  25,000 m2



   THER E ‘ S MOR E , MuCH MOR E TO CHR ISTM AS 
                                      THAN CANDlE-lIGHT AND CHEER ; 

IT ‘ S THE SPIR IT Of SWEET fR IENDSHIP 
  THAT BR IGHTENS All THE y EAR ;  
            ,             IT ‘ S THOuGHTfulNESS AND K INDNESS , 
            IT ‘ S HOPE R EBOR N AGAIN, 
                         fOR PEACE, fOR uNDERSTANDING 
     AND fOR GOODWIll TO MEN !

         English Christmas Poem

                          teamgnesda wishes you 
and your family a Merry Christmas 
       and a successful 2015!

8 seminar

Gnesda real estate & 
consulting Gmbh

Lehargasse 11, a-1060 Wien
t +43 1 486 70 70 , F +43 1 486 70 70 - 70
office@teamgnesda.com, www.teamgnesda.com

BuildinG sAFETy – 
STRuCTuRAl, TECHNICAl, 
ORGANISATIONAl

Einladung
zum 

Management seminar
12. september 2013

inViTaTion
to

Management seminar
21. January 2015

facility Manager, fire protection appointee, 
safety manager, volunteer at Wiener Roten 
Kreuz (Red Cross) and author of “Der 
facility Manager als Krisen-/Katastrophen-
manager”  

M: 0664 967 18 67
lagler@teamgnesda.com

As A MAnAGER, hAvE yOu EvER AsKEd yOuRsElF This 
quEsTiOn: “HOW SAFE iS my COmPANy?“” 

This seminar examines safety aspects which a company could add, 
examines these and using group work participants will develop“
best practise” models. Join us and benefit from the experience of our 
lecturers

The building safety area has many aspects which are often neglected 
in companies for cost reasons. Managers have, however, responsi- 
bility towards their staff and users of the building. In an improperly 
handled emergency this may lead to personal consequences both 
from a legal and a financial point of view. 

Our vision is therefore to make the participants aware of the 
topic of building safety.

As a participant you have the opportunity to share your company‘s 
safety aspects and to receive solution suggestions. Furthermore, 
you learn which requirements individual organisations have and can 
evaluate their own realities accordingly and make necessary adjust-
ments if needed. you ensure in this way an optimisation of emergency 
procedures in your company and are prepared as best as one can be.

Lecturer:
ivo Lagler

Program:
up to 09:00 am  
Arrival of participants, welcome tea and coffee.
 
09:00 to 10:30
Lecture about building safety. 
What is building safety in detail? 
What is building safety in detail? 
Which requirements do emergency services have and  
what kind of optimisation potential is there?
 
10:30 am to 11:00 am 
Coffee/tea break and snack.

11:00 to 12:30 
Workshop in groups. 
Develop solutions based on emergency scenarios  
and problem situations.
 
12:30 pm to 1:30 pm 
lunch

1:30 pm to 3:00 pm 
Discussion of group work results.  
The developed workshop results are presented and discussed in 
order to establish “best practice” models.

3:00 pm to 3:30 pm
Coffee break with original Sacher Tarte and whipped cream. 
 
15:30 to 17:00
Outlook building safety. 
What does an emergency and crisis management model look like? 
 
Date : 21. January 2015
 
Location: Hotel  Sacher Wien, 1010 Wien, Philharmoniker Strasse 4

We charge a fee of EUR 179 plus 20 % VAT The fee includes seminar materials, 

lunch and break refreshments as well as room rental.

Registration:  managementseminar@teamgnesda.com
 For questions, please contact: ms Klaudia Csar,
 csar@teamgnesda.com, 
 Tel: 01 486 70 70 – 10
 Attention: limited space


